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The Rock cycle. 

The study of rocks is called geology.  In this challenge you will find out about 3 main types of rocks, 

and the rock cycle.  Then you will be able to model the rock cycle- using chocolate.   

Part 1: Find out about the rock cycle.  

 You could draw a poster, or pictures to show your teacher what you found out. 

Here are the key questions: what are the 3 main types of rocks? 

• How are sedimentary rocks formed 

• How are metamorphic rocks formed? 

• How are igneous rocks formed? 

• Can you draw a simple picture of the rock cycle? 

Included in this folder is a fact sheet from the Geology society, and here are some video clips to 

help.   

https://youtu.be/jP1qbwSGmNs  

https://youtu.be/SRaInMDNyE8  

Here is a fun song which goes through the rock cycle. https://youtu.be/qIVI0E7FWtY 

Part 2: The chocolate rock cycle. 

We can’t experiment on the real rock cycle in school, it takes millions of years to see most of the 

changes, but we can model it.  Modelling is a really good way that scientists use to try to understand 

complicated process which are too small, or big to work with easily.  You will be modelling the rock 

cycle with chocolate!   

Take some photos of your chocolate rock cycle if possible to show to your teacher. 

Want to know more: 

Did you know you can study geology as it’s own subject at Collyers, and as a degree?    It can lead to 

all sorts of jobs.   

Ian Carr who teaches geology at Collyers produced an Easter challenge which you can have a look at 

here.  https://youtu.be/J6qjViHwCCE 

Or here is an alternative longer video that looks at rocks over the whole of the Earth’s history 

https://youtu.be/J6qjViHwCCE 

https://youtu.be/jP1qbwSGmNs
https://youtu.be/SRaInMDNyE8
https://youtu.be/qIVI0E7FWtY
https://youtu.be/J6qjViHwCCE
https://youtu.be/J6qjViHwCCE


 
 

The Rock cycle 

Chocolate rock cycle 

You are going to use chocolate to help model the stages of the rock cycle. Follow the 

instructions carefully and answer the questions as you go. 

Instructions 

1) You have two coloured chocolates. Using a cheese grater to make little shavings of each of these chocolate 

on to the plate (about the size of a giant chocolate button should be enough). Keep the colours separate. 

Q: Your chocolate represents rocks. Which process does making these shavings represent, and what is the 

correct word for the small pieces of rock? -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2) Now transfer some of one colour of shavings to a square of tin foil. Then place some of the other colour of 

shavings on top. Do this layering the chocolate carefully  

Q: This stage represents two processes. Moving the chocolate shavings is -------------------------------------- 

and putting the shavings down in layers is called ----------------------------------------------. 

3) Fold the foil over the top of the shavings like a parcel, press down on the parcel with your fist. Open up the 

parcel and look what you have made. 

Q: Describe how your chocolate shavings look different, and explain what type of rock you have created.          

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4) Fold your parcel into a little cup; make sure you have no holes in the foil. Squeeze it in your hands to warm it up, 

and put it under pressure.   

Q: What rock type have you now made? -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q: Why can this rock type have different sized crystals? ------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q: How could this rock be turned into a metamorphic one? -----------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Extra challenge:  

1) How could we make the chocolate rock cycle represent metamorphic rocks in a better way?  

2) What are the problems with this model? How is it not like the real rock cycle?        

3) Come up with your own model of the rock cycle and write the stages in your book. Be sure to say what each 

stage represents.  


